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Introduction
Co-existence in the same band
The available channel number is obviously lower that required. In these conditions, in order to avoid the customer
disappointment, the 802.16 community should find a way of intelligent spectrum sharing.

Listen before send
This mechanism is used by 802.11 and permits to co-locate more cells than available channels.
Nevertheless, it destroys the 802.16 scheduling mechanism.

Central Stations communication
Due to TDD operation, the Central Stations are able to exchange information. Such information may be the frame
duration code, transmit needed time and receive needed time. The needed time will be function of actual transmitted
traffic. The both systems, using the 802.16 protocol, can easily schedule the time needed by the other system for
operation, if will use the same frame duration.
The figure bellow exemplifies a situation when 2 systems share the same band.
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Scenarios of operation
Suppose that CS1 is already on the field and a new system, around CS2, is deployed.
CS2 listen to all the channels, to see if there are 802.16 compatible systems; an 802.16 compatible system will
announce their actual RF configuration (existing DRFM message) and bandwidth requirements. CS2 will try to
associate to the CS1, based on RF and traffic considerations.
CS2 joins CS1 cell and announce that is a new system. CS1 becomes the bandwidth manager of the 802.16
system. The CS1 will receive CS2 bandwidth requests and will make a fair allocation of the spectrum, proportional
with the requested transmission time. If suddenly the CS1 will become too busy, the allocated bandwidth will be
unsatisfactory for CS2 and CS2 will try to find a less occupied bandwidth.
An 802.16 compatible BS shall fairly share the spectrum.
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Conclusions
The 802.16 standard should be design in order to enable the market. With one channelization mode (10MHz) and
band sharing support the 802.16 equipments will be deployed by an increased number of operators.
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